2018 YOUTH ENERGY CONFERENCE AND AWARDS

MISSION: Create an energy invention

GOAL: Working in your small group, develop an energy-related product that helps solve a problem. Present your invention to teachers and parents at the Energy Inventor’s Fair, Saturday @ 10:00 a.m.

NAME ___________________________________________

GROUP __________________________________________
BRAINSTORMING

List and describe energy problems you might want to solve.
From the list created by the room, what is one topic your group would like to focus on? Why is it important to focus on this problem?


IDEA GENERATOR
Write down as many inventions to solve this problem as you can in 2 minutes.


Top 3 Group Ideas:


OUR INVENTION IS
DEVELOP YOUR PLAN

Answer questions about your invention.

1. What is your invention?

2. What problem does your invention solve?

3. Who will use your invention?

4. Draw an advertising poster about your invention on a blank sheet of paper.

5. Draw a diagram of your invention on a blank sheet of paper. Label the important pieces of your invention.

6. Build a model of your invention.